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Abstract—This research aims to develop a Japan travel guidebook for Indonesian tourists which also can be used as a teaching material. The primary goal of this study is to provide a guidebook which is user friendly as a complete guide including information about transportation, tourist attractions, and halal culinary to facilitate the travelers during their travel in Japan. This research method employs research and development (R&D). The data collected from internet, which consists of information such as regions in Japan, tourist sites, transportations, maps, and practical Japanese for traveling. The guidebook developed within one year by ten advance level Japanese language’s students. As a result, the guidebook was developed successfully. This guidebook is highly expected to be used as an effective guide for Indonesian tourists who are traveling to Japan, as well as a teaching material.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a country, Japan's image is good, clean, polite and a right place of learning for Indonesians. The image supports the charm of the land of Sakura. Tourist sites from Hokkaido to Fukuoka and Okinawa are fascinating tourist attractions for Indonesians. Japan's target of bringing 40 million tourists in 2020 is expected to be achieved as one of the results of the increasing number of Indonesian tourists to Japan today. An effort made by the Japanese government is to improve friendly facilities for Muslim tourists. The country enhances not only the halal restaurants but also the availability of praying facilities at the tourist attractions. Indonesia as the largest Muslim population has become a very potential market for Japan’s tourism industry. Since January 2018, the number of Indonesian tourists to Japan rise 32% or 29,000 people in one month. This fact is a significant increase. In 2014, around 200,000 Indonesians visited Japan. However, in 2016 the quantity increased to 270,000 visitors. The number of Indonesian tourists increased by approximately 30%. More Indonesian tourists visit Japan, not only in Tokyo but also in other areas such as Osaka, Kyoto and many more.

Travel guidebooks are widely acknowledged as an important source of information for many tourists [1,2]. Travel guidebook is the best media for independent tourists, specifically backpackers and anything related with tourism information that is written in the travel guidebook is reliable information; therefore, travel guidebook is the appropriate way to increase the reputation of the accommodation and confirm reliability [3] and also as a mediator of the tourist experience [4]. Although there are many travel guidebooks for Indonesians to Japan, but as far as the authors know, there is no guidebook for traveling in Japan with Japanese teaching materials. Besides, there is a need for innovation in the development of teaching materials for Japanese language students and general. This guidebook will be a guide for Indonesians when visiting Japan to find the needed information. The results of this research will be useful for Indonesian tourists when traveling to Japan.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Teaching Material Development

Many factors determine the success of the learning process. Teaching material is one of the critical factors as well as educators, students, facilities and the other components. The interaction between these components is substantial in achieving the learning objectives designed by the teacher. Excellent teaching materials can motivate students to study harder and develop the student’s potential. All states teaching materials are all forms of material used to assist teachers/instructors in carrying out the teaching and learning activities in the classroom. The material can be in the form of written or unwritten material. Teaching materials can be interpreted as information, tools, and text needed or used by the teacher to plan and review the implementation of learning [5].

According to the National Center for Competency-Based Training [6] and Prastowo [5], teaching materials are all forms of materials used to assist the teachers or instructors in carrying out the learning process in the classroom. This statement is following Sudrajat [7] and Mudlofar [8] who stated that teaching material is a set of material that is systematically arranged both written and unwritten in order to create an environment or atmosphere that allows students to learn, such as textbooks, handouts, student worksheets, modules, and many others. Kurniawati, states that teaching materials are all forms of material used to assist teachers or instructors in carrying out teaching and learning activities in the classroom [9].
Teaching materials in the form of the book are the most widely used among the other teaching materials. Books contain information that can be used to find out what happened in the past, present, and future; to broaden the readers’ horizons and be a source of inspiration for new ideas [10]. Furthermore, an ideal book is written in a good language and easy to understand, presented interestingly along with pictures and their information. The contents of the book do not only describe something that following the author’s ideas. In the education field, the textbooks are one of the teaching materials that functioned to support the learning activities. Textbooks can assist teachers in delivering material so that learning objectives can be achieved.

B. Tourism in Japan

According to the Sanskrit language, pariwisata consists of two words, pari and wise. The word pari means full, all or whole; wise means journey. Tourism can be interpreted as a full journey. It starts from one place to one or several other places and stops then return to the original place. The concept of tourism in Law No. 9 of 1990 concerning Tourism mentioned several concepts, such as: a) Tourism is everything related to the administration of tourism; b) Tourism is everything related to tourism, including the exploitation of tourist objects and attractions; c) Tourism is a travel activity or part of the activity that is carried out voluntarily and temporary to enjoy tourist objects and attractions. Yoety makes the classification of tourism as follows: a) According to objects: cultural tourism, convention tours, health tourism, marine tourism, nature tourism, city tours; b) According to the number of people who travel: individual tours and group tours; c) According to travel destinations: leisure tourism, cultural tourism, health tourism, sports tourism, convention tourism [11].

The elements of tourism are 1) recreation, 2) leisure time, 3) traveling. These three elements are related and cannot be separated in forming the tourism activities. Tourists visit a tourism destination because “... a variety of psychic and physical experiences and satisfaction” (seeking psychological and physical experiences and satisfaction). An important factor that must be understood before a tourism destination is developed is the motivation that becomes the background for a person to travel. McIntosh in Basuki explains that the motivation that drives someone to travel are [12]: 1) Pleasure, with the aim of "running away" temporarily from the daily routine; 2) Relaxation, rest and recreation (resting to relieve stress), with the aim of maintaining a healthy body and mind. This part is done by visiting a different environment, where the environment gives the impression of peace and health; 3) Health, which is visiting places that can maintain health or cure diseases; 4) Participation in sports (recreational sports); 5) Curiosity and culture (curiosity and motivation related to culture), which is currently increasing in quality due to the development of information technology and improving the quality of education. From the description above it can be concluded that with a tour can foster comfort, curiosity about new tourist destination.

Vacationing to Japan is a trend among Indonesian travelers. Indisputably, every tour exhibition, airline ticket, and tour to Japan are the most hunted. Sakura's country has its charm for Indonesians, concerning culture, nature, and technology. Admittedly, it would be interesting to visit tourist destinations that are also preferred by local people. Japan is a country that has an advanced culture. Japanese people are well-known for their discipline and sincerity in various aspects. As seen from Japanese products found in many countries all over the world, starts with household products, electronics tools and many more. Besides, tourist attractions in Japan fascinate the world, and especially Indonesians. Among the factors that attract the tourists is the four seasons in Japan such as Haru (Spring), Natsu (Summer), Aki (Autumn) and Fuyu (Winter). The seasons have a unique atmosphere, starts from, temperature, natural conditions, food, fashion, and the others. The famous regions and tourist attractions in Japan are: 1) Tokyo; 2) Hokkaido; 3) Kyoto; 4) Hiroshima; 5) Osaka; 6) Nagano; 7) Okinawa; 8) Aomori; 9) Shizuoka; and 10) Yokohama. The tourist attractions above are the most visited places by tourists. Where at every tourist destination has historical value and culture that maintain traditional Japanese values until now.

III. METHOD

This research applies research and development method (R & D). According to Sugiyono the steps in research and development are [13]: 1) identification the problem; 2) collect data; 3) design the travel guidebook; 4) validate travel guidebooks’ design; 5) testing; 6) revise the travel guidebook; and 7) print-ready product.

A. Development Procedures

At this stage, the activity is to conduct a needs analysis of information which is needed by Indonesians when traveling to Japan. The pieces of information are: 1) Regions in Japan; 2) Information on regions in Japan; 3) Tourist sites; 4) Transportation equipment; 5) Location map; and 6) Practical Japanese.

B. Data Collection

In compiling a travel handbook to Japan, this project was carried out by a group of students consist of 10 people each. Information about Japan is taken by brainstorming from the internet and developing the content according to the book design that has been determined.

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The design of this handbook is the students’ project in the Japanese language curriculum and instructional materials course which is given in the 7th semester on the specialization of Japanese language education for Indonesian learners. This projects carried out for approximately three months. The theme of this project is interesting due to the increasing number of Indonesian tourists to Japan in the last three years.

This book is designed by adjusting the needs of essential things that Indonesian people should know when they are in Japan. The organization of the book’s contents show in figure 1.
This guidebook contains cover, the table of contents, and information relating to 10 major cities in Japan, about geographical conditions, tourist attractions, the of each city, souvenirs, transportation and others, such as the figure 2, 3 and 4. The contents of this book consist of the region’s name, for example, Tokyo. First, there is an explanation about Tokyo and the conditions. Then, this book shows access to Tokyo. It starts from Haneda or Narita airport and the transportation and ticket prices. Then, the tourist destinations in Tokyo are explained one by one, starting from access to the place. In Tokyo, there are Tokyo Tower, Tokyo Skytree, Akihabara, Shibuya, Tokyo Disneyland & Disneysea, Mount Takao, Edo Museum, Ueno Park, Harajuku, and many others. Characteristics of Tokyo. Finally, the sub-theme is: learn Japanese quickly, which contains practical and straightforward way on how to find a location and ask the directions by using Japanese.
In figure 5 below, it is presented about examples of simple Japanese language learning models, including: 1) conversation when searching for a location and asking for a way; 2) conversations used when booking hotels; 3) conversations used when shopping; 4) conversations used when in a restaurant; 5) conversations used when asking for the time; 6) conversations used when at the post office; 7) conversations when asking for directions, places or roads; 8) conversations used when in an emergency; 9) conversations when asking how to withdraw money at an ATM; and 10) conversations used when using public transportation. In addition to the exercise, the conversation is also equipped with vocabulary related to the conversation theme figure 5.
Based on the findings above, with this guidebook there is innovation from students to develop ideas in compiling Japanese language teaching materials in the form of easy-to-understand and interesting guidebooks. This can be seen from the photos and explanations about access to the place to be visited, the fees needed, the entrance ticket to the tourist attractions and others. In addition to learning Japanese, teaching materials that are easy to use are applied to the tourists who will visit Japan. However, this travel guidebook has not been able to enter all the tourist destinations in Japan. And the conversation section has not been facilitated with vocabulary guidance that can substitute according to the statement referred to.
to by tourists, adapted to the conditions at the time the conversation took place.

V. CONCLUSION

The travel guidebook to Japan is an innovation for the development of Japanese teaching materials focused on Japanese tourism for Indonesians. An attractive and easy-to-understand design for tourist who travels alone to the land of Sakura becomes an indispensable thing.
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